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After the redblood moon of 09.28.2015 the vibrations have risen sharply again.
Mother Earth and the universe send us by now a permanently increasing number of
exploding fireworks of rays with love. These new vibrations of femininity or the
Matriarchy affect our consciousness and our dealing with life in a new way. This
process requires very, very much of our strength and adjustments at all levels - in
body, mind and soul and the intellect. It is also the time to once more consciously opt
for the ascent into true love and the associated consequences. Every person on this
planet has the choice of which way he wants to go. Many people feel the shift of time
in himself, in the environment, in the events that happen. The people feel changes in
dealing with themselves and others - many are explosive in behavior, want to flee
from their reality. Others show love and understanding, heal their attitude and they
are able to realize their basic trust in life itself.
Physical pain, colds with a high fever and losing track of time, old wounds that break
up again, are just a few of the phenomena in the present days of inner healing and
cleansing. In this tumult of different feelings it is very important to be still and calm.
Reflect on yourself and heal yourself. Breathe consciously and consciously, observe
your actions of your everyday life. If you notice that the body and the muscles are
tense, bring yourself and your body in your own inner peace with breathing again.
The ancient pattern in your own behavior and the pattern of the ancestors will heal by
now. If you are still and observe yourself, one can very well observe this process of
healing inside of you. It tingles in the muscles, the hands, the feet, tweaks and
pinches anywhere in the body, as well as the organs and all cells restructure
themselves – they are being filled with the energy of love. It is now the time we
examine our thoughts and feelings again and readjust them towards the feeling of
true love. By our healing thoughts and actions we influence the morphogenetic field,
Mother Earth, and thus our future.
Mother Earth sends us immense rays of love, but also cleanses itself of all the old
waste and the filth, mankind has produced. With the new vibrations of love Mother
Earth can heal and regenerate - as well as the complete nature, the animals and all
living things on our planet.
Take Mother Earth’s action as a challenge for us and our actions. With every internal
and external cleansing we remove ancient ballast from our body and cells, fill the
resulting vacuum with love, go into our inner peace and harmony. Then you can feel
again the intrinsic power and energy. You will start the new day with your own energy
and unprecedented power.
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